CREATIVE GROUP
DESTINATION: GLOBAL
AWARD CATEGORY MOST CREATIVE SOLUTION DEPLOYED AT A TIME OF CRISIS
PROGRAM NAME CLUB AND CLUB V (HIGHER TIER)
CLIENT ANONYMOUS

“I was so proud of our internal associates and our
client’s collaboration. The way they quickly pivoted
to a new solution during a time of crisis was
nothing short of amazing.”
Janet Traphagen, President of Creative Group

The client is a leader in the technology
industry, providing cloud computing and
virtualization software and services. Creative
Group originally collaborated with them in
planning their group incentive, due to take
place in May 2020 in Sydney, Australia, for
two waves of 300 people each. The audience
included top achievers with the expectation of
a high-touch, uniquely curated travel program.
All was going well and according to plan until
the arrival of COVID-19.
In early March, like so many others, the client
decided to postpone the incentive trip to
Australia. But how were the winners to be
recognised in a timely manner with an equally
valuable award? How could they ensure
the rewards were both as prestigious and
experiential as the incentive trip? Creative
Group had the solution.
In just 3.5 weeks, Creative Group managed
to outline a new solution, get client buy-in,
communicate to all participants, and launch
an entirely new and bespoke individual
rewards platform. The platform delivered
high-end, curated travel experiences that were
unique and varied, giving winners a wide array
of individual travel packages AND the option
to redeem them for up to 36 months.
Through solid industry relationships and

strong negotiation skills, Creative Group
re-contracted the group for the same hotel
in 2022, mitigating all the cancellation costs.
These cost-savings were then used to offset
the initial set-up costs associated with the
building of the individual rewards platform.
Working closely with trusted suppliers and
partners, the individual travel experiences
offered addressed the client’s goal of being
promotable and memorable. The curated
choices included locations and activities
that would be difficult, if not impossible, for
participants to achieve on their own. Hundreds
of options included unique experiences such
NASCAR driving packages, a European castle
stay, a deluxe food-and-wine tour in Rome,
and prestigious tickets to sporting events like
Wimbledon. Entertainment events like the
GRAMMYs were also in the offering.
The client and the qualifiers were thrilled with
the quick pivot and creative thinking involved
in bringing this alternative solution to life in
such a short time-frame.
For further details, please contact:
Wendy Wallace
wwallace@creativegroupinc.com

